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Genetic 'instruction set' for antibodies
knocks down hepatitis C in mice
A triple-punch of antibodies both prevented
hepatitis C infection and wiped out established
disease in mice, according to new research led
by Princeton University. Instead of delivering the
antibodies directly, the researchers gave mice
an "instruction set" of genes for antibodies that
target key portions of the hepatitis C virus.

Fall foliage season may be later, but longer
on warmer Earth
Climate change could postpone fall leaf peeping
in some areas of the United States as summer
temperatures linger later into the year, Princeton
University researchers report in the journal
Global Ecology and Biogeography .

'Solid' light could compute previously
unsolvable problems
Researchers at Princeton University have begun
crystallizing light as part of an effort to answer
fundamental questions about the physics of
matter.The researchers are not shining light
through crystal – they are transforming light into
crystal.

Faculty Focus: Jacob Shapiro on the threat
of ISIS
Jacob Shapiro, associate professor of politics
and international affairs in Princeton's Woodrow
Wilson School, discusses the United States'
action against the Islamic State.

Events
Free and open to the
public
TODAY: Fri. Sept. 26,
9:00 am - 6:00 pm
Princeton Studies Food
A one-day event
showcasing food and
agricultural systems
research and interest at
Princeton. Wallace Hall
300, Princeton University
Wed. Oct. 15, 4:30 pm 6:00 pm
What's Gone Wrong in
Washington
A talk by Olympia J.
Snowe, who served in the
U.S. Senate from 19952013 and as a member of
the U.S. House of
Representatives from
1979-1995. Dodds
Auditorium, Robertson
Hall, Princeton University
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